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This te hni al note des ribes a sto hasti hoi e set generation algorithm that has been used for generating hoi e sets for data olle ted in
Switzerland. See Vrti et al. (2006) for proje t des ription and Bierlaire
et al. (2006) for modeling results.
For a given origin o and destination d, a path is generated in the following way:
1. Sele tion of a link that the path has to traverse:
 a probability is asso iated with ea h link in the network using the

Kumaraswamy distribution (Kumaraswamy, 1980, see dis ussion
below).
 a link ℓ is randomly sele ted based on this probability distribution.

2. A path traversing ℓ is generated by omputing two shortest paths:
one from the origin to the sour e node i of ℓ (SP(o, i)) and one from
the sink node j of ℓ to the destination (SP(j, d)). The generated path
is omposed of the segments SP(o, i), ℓ and SP(j, d).
3. The generated path is penalized by updating the osts of its links.
The new ost of a link ℓ, c′ (ℓ), is a fun tion of the previous ost c(ℓ)
and one additive penalty pa and a multipli ative penalty pm:
c′ (ℓ) = pmc(ℓ) + pa.

The probabilities asso iated with ea h link in the network are based
on the double bounded Kumaraswamy distribution (Kumaraswamy, 1980)
whose umulative distribution fun tion is F(xℓ|a, b) = 1 − (1 − xℓa)b for
xℓ ∈ [0, 1]. a and b are shape parameters. xℓ is de ned as
xℓ =

|SP(o, d)|
|SP(o, i)| + C(ℓ) + |SP(j, d)|

where C(ℓ) is the ost of link ℓ and |SP(v1, v2)| is the ost of the shortest
path between nodes v1 and v2. The total ost of a path using ℓ, Cℓ, is the
sum in the denominator, that is Cℓ = |SP(o, i)| + C(ℓ) + |SP(j, d)|. Any
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Figure 1: Kumaraswamy distribution - umulative distribution fun tion
generalized ost an be used in this ontext. Note that xℓ equals one if link
ℓ is on the shortest path and xℓ → 0 as Cℓ → ∞. In Figure 1 we show
the umulative distribution fun tion for di erent values of a when b = 1.
The probabilities assigned to the links an be ontrolled by the de nition
of the distribution parameters. High values of a when b = 1, yield very low
probabilities for links with high ost. Low values of a have the opposite
e e t.
The algorithm is implemented in BioRoute (a route hoi e modeling
tool that generates the input les for BIOGEME), see Bierlaire (2003) and
Bierlaire (2005). The BioRoute input le has the following (additional)
se tions.
 [GeneralizedCost]

The name of the attribute or the de nition of the fun tion of attributes that should be minimized in the shortest path omputations.

 [GeneratePaths]

De nes the algorithm to be used for the hoi e set generation. Valid
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entries are $linkElimination and $rawPath (the latter orresponds
to this algorithm).
 [RawPathParameters]

This se tion ontains the parameters for the algorithm. Several variants of the algorithms have been implemented where the one des ribed here orresponds to one possibility. The relevant parameters
are (with the values used for the Swiss dataset):
numberOfThroughLinkPaths = 15
maxNumberOfIterations = 2
kumaA = 10.0
kumaB = 1.0
multiplicativePenalty = 1.1
additivePenalty = 0.0
maxNumberOfGeneratedPaths = 45

The other parameters have values so that only the algorithm des ribed
here is used:
numberOfTrials = 1
randomWalkDepth = 0
maxNumberOfGeneratedPathsPerIteration = 0
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